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The ancient act of worship of the Indo-Iranians, Vedic yaJna,
Avestan yasna, is distinguished from other acts of worship by the fact
that it is centred on the preparation, the purification, and the offering
of a sacred plant, Iranian Haoma, Indian Soma. The plant was
originally pounded in a stone mortar and purified by being strained
through a sieve of bull's hair. Then it was mixed with water, milk,
pomegranate, barley, perhaps honey, and other ingredients and offered
as a libation to the gods. Thereafter it was drunk by the officiating
priests and the other participants. Finally the remainder was poured
back into pure water, a running stream or a well. 'It reproduced one of
the great prototype sacrifices which in the beginning brought life into
the world, in this case the life of plants, which sustain the existence of
animals and men.' Whereas the role of Soma was later enhanced by the
Indians, the role of Haoma 'was circumscribed and subordinated in
ethical Zoroastrianism, although elements of its old power survive
strongly even in the reformed faith.' (Boyce 1975: 156-157) 2.
The problem of identifying the original plant is complicated by the
fact that substitutes for the evidently rare, or unavailable, plant were
introduced already in antiquity, and that the knowledge of the original
plant had apparently been forgotten by the priests of both religions;
according to Indian texts, it had to be 'stolen' or bought from a vendor
(among others see Schneider 1971). While the Iranian substitute,
1 I thank my colleague Kenneth DeWoskin, and also my colleague James Crump, for
their help with Chinese culture and linguistics. I am grateful to my colleague Richard
G. Teske for his explanations of astronomical matters and extensive calculations of the
positions of the stars and constellations discussed. Finally, I appreciate the helpful
comments of my colleagues James Bellamy and Piotr Michalowski. None of them, of
course, is responsible for errors in my understanding of those matters.
2 On the ritual preparation
of Haoma, see Boyce (\975:159-60) and Modi (\922,
reprint 1979:305-310); on the Soma-ritual, see Hillebrandt (\897: 15-17) and Keith
(\ 925: 326-332). Much of the information on Soma comes from the hymns of Book 9 of
the ~gveda, which is dedicated to him, while much information on Haoma comes from
the so-called Horn Vast, which appears to have been made part of the yasna-liturgy as
Y.9,IO, and 11:1-12. For summaries on Soma, see Hillebrandt (VoI.12, 1891:204-247)
arid Bergaigne (transl. 1978, with references in the index 2: 372-373).

Ephedra, seems to fit the descriptions of the plant in Iranian sources, it
does not fit the descriptions in Indian sources (but see Srivastava
1966:816) and 'it seems unlikely that the identity of the ancient plant
will ever be decided with agreement between students of the two
religions'. (Boyce 1975: 157-158). Moreover, the Iranian and Indian
texts do not clearly distinguish between the 'three kinds' of the plant,
i.e. the natural plant, the consecrated plant and juice 3 and the mythological, deified plant-priest (Boyce 1970: 65). In addition, the location of
the plant may be on earth, in the atmosphere, or in heaven, where it is
said to grow either on a mountain or in the water.
In 1968, the ethno-mycologist Gordon Wasson published his scholarly, lavishly monumental Soma: divine mushroom of immortality, first
produced in 680 numbered copies. This book suddenly revived the
dormant search for the original sacrificial plant of the ancient IndoIranians. Earlier candidates suggested were Sarcostemma, Ephedra,
rhubarb, hops, Cannabis Indica, and others. Wasson created a sensation among Indo- Iranianists and historians of religion because he
suggested that the original plant must have been a mushroom, the flyagaric, which is still used by Siberian shamans in their spirit-enhancing
rituals. Many arguments have since been leveled against this identification. Among the most important ones are: the fly-agaric is hallucinogenic, whereas HaomajSoma seems to have caused exhilaration, but not
intoxication; the fly-agaric is red, whereas HaomajSoma is mostly
identified as zairijhari, a colour that ranges between 'golden', 'yellow'
and 'green', but never includes red; the fly-agaric does not have leaves
or branches, whereas Haoma is said to have such.
Any attempt to identify an ancient sacrificial plant will be exposed to
the danger of emphasizing the physical over the spiritual. There is
hardly any scholar in our field who has been as conscious about this
fact as Mary Boyce. Her major contribution to our understanding of
Zarathushtra's teaching and of Zoroastrianism may well be her insights
into, and interpretation of, the fundamental and pervasive ethicalspiritual message of that religion. She has shown in her 'Haoma, the
priest of sacrifice', 1970, that the physical, verbal, and spiritual worlds
are but manifestations of one overriding creative and recreative, interrelated and unified set of ethical principles, of which Haoma, the
3 There is general agreement that
one of the reasons why the original plant is so
elusive is. in the words of Kuiper (1970: 279), that because of the mythological background of the plant. 'the ancient Indians were more interested in the pressing ritual than
in its botanical identity'.

sacrificial plant, is an integral part. Studies which focus on comparative
matters are too often diverted from this Zoroastrian truth. So are
studies of purely physical aspects, like the present one, which is yet
another attempt to identify the 'natural' or 'rear plant behind Haoma/
Soma. This does not imply that the function of Haoma in the
Zoroastrian Heilsgeschichte is the same as that of Soma in the Vedas,
but simply that both originate from the same ancient root. The identification suggested here is necessarily 'botanical', but it may ultimately
also contribute to the understanding of the place of this plant in the
ethical unity of the Zoroastrian world.
In the following brief investigation, the main features of Haoma/
Soma will be summarized as described in the Iranian and Indian texts,
and as it has been discussed in some of the recent literature. This will be
followed by a summary of the main features of a plant which, to me at
least, does not look like just another candidate, but like a good
candidate, for the elusive ancient plant of immortality, as will be argued
in the final part of this paper.
The terms Haoma/Soma are derived from the root hav/sav 'to press,
crush'. In his review-article on Wasson's book, Brough (1971 :337-338)
suggests that another term, Vedic arrJSu, Avestan qsu 'fiber', which is
used only for the plant, may be the original descriptive name of the
latter. Gershevitch, in his article on Wasson (1974:75), suggests the
identification of this term as (apportioned) 'flesh' of Haoma, since
among the plants only Haoma was sacrificed in the same way as an
animal. Schneider (1971: 17) and others retain the traditional interpretation 'Stengel'.
Soma tastes 'sweet and strong' (RV.6.47.1). Haoma is said to be
nqmyqsus (Y.9: 16), which Gershevitch (1974:48) convincingly interprets as 'having tasty fibers' instead of the traditional interpretation as
'tender' or 'pliant' (Boyce 1975:158)4. The plant is also hu-baoidi
'fragrant', which the fly-agaric is not (Gershevitch 1974:47). It is
b~r~zant 'tall', and grows in all varfsajis, frasparfgf, fraviixsf 'trunks,
shoots, offshoots' (Y.l 0: 5); and it is sahasra-bhmi 'having 1000 studs
or knobs' (RV.9.86.40), which is supposedly a reference to the thunderbolt of Indra with the same epithet, a god with whom Soma is clearly
related 5. The enigmatic plant has further a 'head' which it 'protects'
Gershevitch relates this term to Sogdian niimre 'sweet' and Avestan nemadka ·salt'.
Soma is occasionally equated with Indra, e.g. RV.9.77.I; for the te~m ~ee Kuiper
(1970:283; Brough 1971:359-360). In order to reduce the complexity of these issues,
Indra, and Agni, who is probably most intimately related to Soma, will not be discussed,
nor will ancient Near Eastern mythology.
4

5

(RV.9.68.4; a 'mysterious' notion, Brough 1971: 358). It is zairi/hari
'golden, or yellow' (hardly 'green' which any plant is). This colour,
however, may refer to its juice only (Brough 1971: 349-350; Gershevitch
1974: 58-60). The Iranian Haoma is zairi. doiOra 'golden/yellow-eyed'
(Y.57: 19). According to the Indian tradition, Soma has only a single
'golden/yellow' eye, which Brough (1971 :338) explains as a reference to
Soma's partially solar features 6. But the plant is occasionally also
described by other colour terms, such as aru~a 'red' and ria 'silvery'; the
latter term is explained by Brough (1971 :351-352) as a reference to the
relation of the mythical Soma to the moon, which similarly explains
another feature, Soma's 'two sharp horns', as reference to the lunar
crescent (ibidem).
The plant Soma is 'torn' or 'twisted' out of the ground by syena,
the mythical falcon (Schneider 1971:6 fn.l3) or 'dug up' by a boar
(Malandra 1979:22-23, discussing Atharvaveda 2,27, vs.2). The place
from where it was taken must be the mountains. Soma grew in the
mountains (RV.9.18.1 ;46.1 etc.) and also at 'confluences of rivers'
(Brough 1971: 342). Haoma grew in the mountains (Y.IO: 3), from
mountain rocks and the earth (Y.10:3-4; Boyce 1970:80 fn.l21), but
also in river valleys (Y.I 0: 17); and specifically was found in the area
identified as the 'White Forest' and the 'Pan-Iranian Forest', the
mountain-range KaQha, and the lake Caecasta, where the Iranian hero
Haosravah killed the Tura warrior-prince Fral1rasyan with the help of
Haoma (see Gershevitch 1974: 52,60-61). Fral1rasyan lived in an iron
castle beneath the earth (Yt.5:41). Similarly, in the Indian tradition,
Soma is 'the demolisher of fortresses' (RV.9.34.1) whom the mythical
bird syena, probably a falcon, stole from amidst the palisades of the
mountain-castle of Sambara (Schneider 1971: 30,38-39).
As to physiological effects, the falcon while stealing Soma took a
quick nip and instantaneously gained virya 'valor' and tvak~as 'speed'
(Schneider 1971:35). Soma gives victory in battle (RV.9.8.8 etc.).
Haoma is likewise invigorating, gives strength and victory, and power
to the whole body (Y.9: 17), is vfrfOrajan 'victorious' (Y.9: 16), and is
therefore invoked by warriors. He is baesazada 'giver of healing'
(Y.IO: 9), and diiraosa 'killer of pain' 7, and is invoked to ward off fever
6 1 omit
the discussion of Soma's 'filters', which Brough (1971 :353) explained as
references to the 'three forms' of Soma, mentioned earlier, and to his 'bull's-hide'
and
'dress of sheepwool',
which Brough (1971 :357-358) quite convincingly
explained as
references to the pressing ritual.
7 This problematic
term has been variously translated,
ranging from 'expelling death'

and disease (Yt.13: 131). In the Middle Persian Pahlavi books, the
natural Horn is 'the chief of the medicinal plants' (GBh.17 :20), while
the mythical plant White Horn is 'the chief of all plants' (GBh.16:5;
24a: I); it is 'pain-dispelling' (GBh.17:20), 'provides long life', 'holds
back short-breathed age' (GBh.6d:6), and is given to the newborn, and
as viaticum to the dying, 'the best food for the soul's journey' (Y.9: 16),
and grants immortality to the dead, and immortality for all at resurrection (Boyce 1970:63,65; 1975: 138). He also grants progeny (Y.9:22), as
he granted the later primordial king Yima as son to the first mortal to
offer Haoma, VivaQhvant (Y.9:4 etc.; see Boyce 1975:97-98). Similarly,
Soma removes all maladies (RV.9.86.1 ;97.43 etc.), is duro~a, prolongs
life (RV.8.68.6), and is javant 'providing progeny' (RV.8.83.5;9.60.4
etc.) 8, 'the immortal purified by mortals' (RV.9.91.2;1O.186.3).
As to psychological effects, Haoma is hu-xratu (Y.9:23;1O:2), Soma
is su-kratu, 'of good wisdom'. Soma is rtasya )i/n'a 'the tongue of rta
(truth, order)' (RV.9.75.2), and vaco agriyah 'leader of the word'
(RV.9.62.25). Both grant mantic wisdom and knowledge, and are the
inspirers of poetic creation and eloquence 9. Haoma stimulates and
provides 'gladdening truth': r((njaiti haomahe mado 'Oink macht
Haoma's Trank' (Y.IO:8; see Gershevitch 1974:49 fn.13), just as
somasya mada conquers all (R V.2.151.1 etc.) 10. Both make the poor
feel rich (Y.IO.13; RV.8.48.7).
Haoma/Soma is a stimulant (e.g. Y.IO: 13), but not an intoxicant:
'Homage to Haoma, while all other drinks/brews are accompanied by
the wrath with a bloody club, that of Haoma is accompanied by his
own truth.' (Y.IO: 8; Yt.l7: 5). Similarly, Soma is not intoxicating:
'May you prevent the feet from slipping' (RV.8.48.6), 'Remove the
confusion from the thoughts of him who has pressed you' (RV.lO.
94.11), 'Soma is truth, prosperity and light, (the intoxicating brew)
sura is untruth, misery and darkness' (Satapatha Brahmaf}a 5.1.2.10).
Zarathushtra, the reformer, has generally been assumed to have
to 'pungent
in taste';
see Boyce (1970:63 fn.3; 1975: 162 fn.102) and Gershevitch
(1974:49 fn.12).
8 On the function
of 'progeniture'
of this plant, see Duchesne-Guillemin
(1961 :95-99).
9 On the 'poetic
visions' induced by Soma see Gonda (1963:31-33,36-37
el passim).
10 The much-discussed
term mada, often understood as 'intoxicating
drink', does not
necessarily have negative implications,
but seems much more neutral than has been
assumed. Brough (1971 : 339) suggests, in the context of Haoma/Soma,
'possession by the
divinity'. A late reflection of the non-intoxicating
effects of mada is found in medieval
Iranian Sufism where the jtim-e jam 'the bowl or mirror of Y ama' filled with may
« *mada), usually meaning 'wine', represented, and revealed the secrets of, the universe.

violently opposed the ritual use of Haoma, a view based essentially on
Yo48:10: 'When will you smite down the muOra (urine) of this intoxication?' ". However, Boyce (1975:216-218) argued convincingly that
there is no reason to interpret mu(}ra as implying the use of Haoma,
which moreover would belie the entire tradition of the' Zoroastrian
ritual 12 . Boyce (1975: 162) recognized that Haoma's epithet aIa. vazah
'furthering aIa (order, truth)' (Y.10.1) associates him with the Ahuras,
the divine powers which were the holy and beneficial ones in Zarathushtra's teaching, whereas in India the Asuras became, or remained,
the primeval dark powers. A similar epithet is Vedic rtasya gopii
'guardian of rta' (RV.9.73.8). Moreover, there is reference (RV.9:91.2)
that when pressed Soma manifests and then delivers, or sheds, his
asurya var~la, which Kuiper (1971 :281-282) translates as 'asurian
moiety' or 'party', 'i.e. that aspect that is connected with VarUl).aand
the primeval world'. Haoma/Soma thus appears to inspire and to
further and stimulate rta/aIaJe. orderly and true thoughts, words, and
deeds, as opposed to the fury and wrath induced by the mu(}ra.
Haoma/Soma has the shape of a man, at least in his deified form, just
as 'mort a! man himself grew originally in the likeness of a plant or tree.'
(Boyce 1970:65 fno4I): 'Who are you, 0 Man, the fairest whom I have
seen of all the corporeal world?' 'I am Haoma, gather me, press me for
drink, praise me for strength.' (Y.9:1-2; Boyce 1975:162). Soma has
the body of a man (RV.1.l87.10), or even of a young man (RV.9.4.5;
5.67.29). Soma is a deified kavi 'priest-poet', a creator by word, a
spiritual demiurge (Brough 1971: 339-340); he is a hotr 'priest making
the offerings' (RV.9.97.26) just as Haoma is a zaotar (Y.IO.89). In
Yt.l 0: 88-90, this cosmic Haoma is described as a 'healer, beautiful,
majestic, golden-eyed, on the highest height of high Haraiti, which is
called hukairya', 'installed by Ahura Mazda as the swift-sacrificing,
loud chanting priest for the Am~sha Sp~ntas, the six Holy Immortals
and the Holy Spirit, whose voice reaches up to the endless lights and
down over the seven climes', 'the first priest to elevate and offer the
star-adorned, spiritually fashioned Haoma (stalk?) on high Haraiti',
'whose well-grown body Ahura Mazda praised', 'in a star-adorned,
11 Gershevitch (1974: 46) demonstrates
that mz7Bra must have been a term M the
daevic set of words, as opposed to the neutral, or 'ahuric', term maesman. Since Haoma is
related to the Ahuras, it is unlikely that Zarathushtra here referred to Haoma.
12 One should add that the mz7Bra here may refer to the very ritual drinking of urine of
people or animals after they have taken the fly-agaric. which Wasson so well describes,
but assumes to involve Soma.

spiritually fashioned mortar' (see Gershevitch 1959: 115-117). 'Him
Ahura Mazda gave the knotted 13 girdle, star-adorned, spiritually
fashioned, the religion of the Mazdayasnians' (Y.9: 26; see Boyce
1970: 66 with n.48 and 49). Similarly, the hari-coloured Soma is on a
mountain (RV. 1.187.7), or on the 'supreme mountain' (RV.9.87.8),
which is his 'home' (RV.9.82.3), on 'his third level in the heights of
heaven' (R V.9.86.27), where the loud chanting sacrificer is standing
(RV.9.98.3) and from where he looks down at the lower dwellings on
earth and up into heaven (RV.9.32.4;96.7). Just as Haoma is friismi
'shining forth, glowing' (Y.IO:80), so Soma ispuroruc 'shining in front',
and was seen 'coming from afar' (RV.9.98.12), while Haoma was
'caused by the swift-horsed sun to perceive his reverence from afar'
(YLIO: 90; Gershevitch 1959: 116-117). He is 'the chief of the house, the
clan, the district, the land' (Yt.l 0: 115), while Soma is 'the king of
settlements' (RV.9.97.l0), 'the chief of clans' (RV.I08.1O) and 'of men'
(RV.9.35.5).
As to cosmological form, Soma is called 'the cosmic pillar, supporting the sky', which is located at the center of the world and the
navel of earth on a mountain (RV.9.72.7ab; cf. Kuiper 1970:283;
Brough 1971:357). Wasson (1968:47) saw here a reference to the
overall shape and the stipe of the mushroom; Brough (1971 :357) found
the idea that a little mushroom would be called a cosmic pillar 'almost
comic.' Nevertheless, it is possible that even Soma's cosmic shape may
be based on the natural plant.
In the Iranian tradition, Haoma's cosmic form is that of a tree, which
plays a crucial role in cosmology. Two stages have to be distinguished,
a first stage before the attack of the evil spirit Angra Mainyu, when the
round earth floated on the primeval ocean, and a second stage after the
attack when the earth broke apart and the waters welled up as the
world-surrounding ocean vouru .kasa. The first plant to be created,
prior to the attack, was not Haoma, but the prototypical plant urvarii.
Without leaves, bark, thorns, moist and milky, it grew 'in the middle
of earth' (GBh.la: II; earth's 'navel'?). It is killed by the attack
whereupon the Holy Immortal Am~n;tiit 'immortality', the guardian of
plants, pounded it and, with the help of Tistrya 'Sirius' and his rain,
distributed it over the earth. Out of this grew the 'tree', which now is
located not on the earth, but 'in the middle of the ocean vouru. kasa'
13 The term paourvanya
relate it to paurvan 'knot'.

is problematic; Boyce here follows Henning's suggestion to

(Yt.l2 : 17). On this tree are the seeds of aU plants (Vd.5 : 19), and thus,
in the Pahlavi books, it is caUed 'the tree of all seeds' (GBh.6d: 5), 'the
all-healing' (GBh.24: 8). Close by, i.e. also in the middle of the ocean,
grows the gaok~r~na-tree (Yt.l :30; Vd.20: 4), which is itself surrounded
by healing plants (Vd.20:4). It is this tree which is identified as Haoma,
specifically as White Horn (e.g. GBh.16:5), 'the chief of plants'
(GBh.24a: 1), as mentioned above. It is also caUed 'the all-healing
saena-tree' because it is the perch of the mythical saena-bird (Yt.l2: 17;
which is the same falcon who in the Indian tradition stole Soma; for
these trees and references, see Boyce 1975: 137-138). The 'killing' of the
plant, pounding and mixing it with the rain-waters, and finaUy distributing it over the earth for continued growth, is thus the prototype of
the Haoma-ritual (Boyce 1975: 157).
The scattering of the pounded remnants of the Iranian prototypical
plant is reminiscent of the juices of Soma which are scattered by the
winds (RV.1.187.4) and poured down onto earth (RV.1.91.19;9.63.27).
When pressed, Soma 'perches like an eagle' on the wooden vats into
which the infusion of the sacrifice is poured (RV.9.67.14), and is 'the
branch of the shining tree' (RV.1O.9.4.3). He is clad in 'shining waters'
when discovered growing 'in the middle of water' by the wise men
(RV.9.70.2-3), and he is the ocean 'which is purified by its union with
the waters (RV.9.10.6;109.4; compare the purifying ocean piiitika
in Zoroastrian cosmology, Boyce 1975: 145), According to another
passage, the bird dives into the sea, from where it contemplates the
entire universe (RV.1O.1l4.4).
There is thus considerable agreement in the description, whether
Haoma/Soma are located on earth, on the mountains or in the waters,
or in their celestial abode. While in deified form Haoma and Soma may,
or may not, differ in their divine functions, especiaUy with regard to
ethical aspects, the descriptions of the Haoma- and Soma-plants appear
to be both similar and complementary, and therefore should refer to the
same plant, which could be described as foUows, even though it is said
to be pouru.sar~da 'of many kinds' (Y.lO: 12): It is a taU plant, with a
stalk and 'a trunk, shoots and offshoots', and with myriads of spikes.
It has a knotted, perhaps star-shaped, 'girdle'. The most sought-after
part may be its root, since the plant is 'twisted' out of the ground, or
'dug up'. Part of it, or the entire plant, may resemble the figure of a
man. It has a 'head' which it 'protects', and at least some kinds have
only 'one eye', which is zairi/hari 'golden/yeUow'. Over all, the plant
may resemble a pillar, or a tree. Its colour, or that of the juice prepared

from it, is generally also zairi/hari, but occasionally red, or reddish,
while some kinds, or some parts of it, appear to be white. It is fragrant
and fleshy with sweet or tasty fibers, or flesh. Part of it, probably its
essential part, may be 'moist and milky'. It grows on mountains and in
river valleys, probably in forests ('White and Pan-Iranian Forests'), and
is difficult to find and reach, and evidently rare. Finally, since it is
'fleshy' or even 'moist', it must be dried before being pounded.
If the effects of this plant, or its juice, are as described, the plant must
be a true physiological panacea: being 'all-healing', it is 'the chief of the
medicinal plants'; it has the broadest spectrum of medical applications;
it is an analgesic; it invigorates the entire body, gives physical strength,
prolongs life, and increases potency and fertility as well. It also
stimulates the mind, and furthers inspired eloquence. While it is a
stimulant, it is not intoxicating, or hallucinogenic, but instead heightens
the power of true and orderly thinking, speaking, and physical activity,
and also soothes wrath.
The plant, which provided a true elixir of life to the ancient IndoIranians, has remained enigmatic, although most Indo-Iranianists tend
to accept Wasson's suggestion, in spite of a number of serious counterarguments, three of which were mentioned above (Kuiper 1970:284;
Schneider 1971:29; Gershevitch 1974: 56-57, to cite only a few). In the
words of Brough (1971: 341), whatever the original plant may have
been, 'there are ample grounds for believing that soma was a powerful
stimulant, though even here we must bear in mind the possibility of a
purely psychological enhancement of its physiological effects'.
It is certainly true that the terminology of mythic and poetic diction
is intentionally ambiguous by referring to several levels, thus leaving
ample room for interpretation (Kuiper 1970:280). Descriptions like
'tall' or 'yellow' can apply to any plant, and many plants are medically
beneficial. There are, however, fewer plants which are also not poisonous or hallucinogenic, and still fewer which are also shaped like a
human body.
In the following, the characteristics of a plant will be summarized
which, as indicated earlier, appears to be quite similar to those of the
ancient Indo-Iranian plant. The plant in question is the one known by it
Chinese name ginseng. Traditional folklore sees in it an aphrodisiac;
accordingly, claims about its effects still tend to be ridiculed and
dismissed as wishful thinking in spite of the results of modern chemicopharmacological research.

Ginseng, scientifically Panax, belongs to the Ivy- or Ginseng-family
of the Araliaceae, the second largest family of the order of dogwood,
Cornales. There are two main varieties, Asian ginseng, Panax ginseng
( shinseng) C. A. Meyer; and American ginseng, Panax quinquefolium
L. Due to over-harvesting Asian ginseng is found today as a wild plant
only in the Ussuri region of Manchuria and in Korea, but once
must have had a much wider distribution. A recently discovered
giant relative, Eleutherococcus senticosus, is found in ample supply in
the maritime areas of Siberia. Another relative recently discovered in
the Himalayas is Panax pseudoginseng (Baranov 1966; BrekhmanDardymov 1969; Sandberg 1974).
The plant (PI. XXXVIII) has the following characteristics and uses
(Harding 1908; Baranov 1966; Brekhman-Dardymov 1969; Hou 1978).
It is perennial. It matures extremely slowly. The sprouting of seeds
under natural conditions takes 18-22 months, the development of the
embryo several more months, flowering 2-3 years, and full maturity
5-7 years. While the part above ground is renewed annually, the root
can last up to twenty years, or even longer. The plant has one main
stalk, from the top of which grows an umbrella of smaller prongs with
five pa1mated leaves each. The globular umbel of small flowers appears
at the apex of the main stalk, purple, white or yellow in colour. The
berries are green, but redden or blacken when ripe, and may be round
or crescent shaped, depending on the variety. Eleutherococcus may
grow up to three metres in height with numerous thin thorns or spikes
and yellow and violet flowers.
The root can grow up to a length of 30 cm and larger when matured.
Its skin is yellow, but white inside. It tastes bitter-sweet, and is
aromatic. A peculiar feature of the root is that it is contractile (see
Baranov 1966): it is normally crowned with an underground stem,
or vertical rhizome, which grows annually at the upper end. The
regeneration (winter) bud, which is often quite long and resembles a tuft
of hair, is formed at the apex of this rhizome. In counterbalance to the
growth of the rhizome, the root annually shrinks proportionally, so that
the rhizome with the regeneration bud always remains at soil-level. This
contraction results in age-rings, i.e. numerous transverse wrinkles. The
over-all shape of the root resembles more or less that of a human body:
it has a main tubular body; on top of which is the rhizome, the 'head';
from the upper part of its main body protrude several, usually two,
smaller shoots, the 'arms', with hairy, tassel-like offshoots; two further
main offshoots, the 'legs', extend from the bottom, together with many
h!1iry and stringy, pliant offshoots.

This plant, which needs rich and moist soil, and shade, grows
naturally in the underwood of mountain forests, mainly mixed wood,
but also in other woodland and farmland with adequate shade. As to
effectiveness, it is traditionally believed that the mountain-grown plant
is the most potent and that, the more a root resembles the human body,

the greater are its potency and healing effects, which makes the plants
expensive, a 'luxury' affordable for only a few.
The upper part as well as the root, with shoots and offshoots, are
used dried; they are pounded or sliced. and chewed, drunk as tea, or
mixed with other ingredients in many variations. The main methods of
preparing the root are: dried plain root, which has a yellowish-grey
colour when dried; dry white root, which, after cutting off the small
roots and hairy roots, is dried and has a white colour; sweetened root,
for which the root is briefly boiled and punctured, then put in syrup for
a day and dried in the sun, resulting in a white, sweet product; the most
favoured preparation is the red root, for which, after cutting off the
hairy and small roots, the skin of the main trunk is brushed until it
appears white, after which the root is steamed for several hours and
dried in the sun, resulting in a semi-transparent, reddish-brown
product. The small and hairy roots are prepared the same way as the
main root (Hou 1978:46-47) 14.
In traditional Chinese pharmacology ginseng is considered the
'immortal' or 'divine herb', shen-ts'ao, the first of the 'kingly herbs',
because of its multiple beneficial effects without side-effects, and its
usefulness for geriatrics, reconvalescence and especially prophylaxis,
a main objective of traditional Chinese medicine, and because it
enhances the Tao-'harmony' of the body and mind. Because of its shape
- ginseng is generally translated as 'man-body' or 'man-essence' - it
was believed to be tu-ching 'the spirit of the earth', which could heal all
diseases by sympathetic magic. With its many beneficial applications it
is first mentioned in the 1st cenLUryA.D. in the Shen-nung Pen-ts'aoching, a compendium of well-known medical-pharmacological knowledge, which would indicate that the knowledge of ginseng and its effects
must ante-date that compendium by far (Bretschneider 1882). That
compendium describes the effects as follows: 'If taken regularly, it is a
tonic to the five viscera (Le. the heart, liver, lungs, spleen, kidneys),
quiets the spirits, establishes the soul, allays fears, expells evil effluvia,
opens up the heart and brightens the eye, benefits the understanding,
invigorates the body and prolongs life'. Because of these claims it was
given the scientific name Panax.
14 For traditional
preparations, extracts, infusions, etc. based on the prepared root,
see Hou (1978: 54-58). However remotely, this kind of favoured preparation of the root
may reflect one of the ancient ways of preparing the root. the sacrificers of which are said
to 'cleanse Soma, making him translucent' (RV.9.6:!.6). which may. of course. simply
refer to the juice.

The results of modern chemico-pharmacological studies - here I
admit to speaking not as a pharmacologist or chemist - appear to
substantiate those claims to a considerable degree (see summaries by
Baranov 1966; Ruppert 1967; Brekhman-Dardymo\ 1969; Hou 1978):
ginseng is a tonic with an unusually broad spectrum of pharmacological
effects, and is especially invigorating for the nervous system, the liver,
and the adrenal glands. It has anti-fatigue (Sandberg 1974), anti-stress
(Kaku 1970; Takagi et af. 1972), diuretic, carminative and anti-diabetic
properties as well as normalizing and prophylactic effects, thus building
or restoring general vitality and resistance by strenthening the normal
functions of the body. It has also been found to delay the degeneration
of human cells (Yuan-Chang 1969). Besides physiological effects such
as improved physical and athletic performance, it stimulates the brain
(Sandberg 1974), improves psycho-motor activity, memory and learning
processes (as reported by Baranov 1966; Brekhman-Dardymov 1969).
Moreover, because of this wide spectrum of effects on the body and
mind, it has positive influence on potency. As such it is of great
importance to prophylactic and regenerative medicine as well as geriatrics, and has been identified by Brekhman, one of the leading specialists, as an unusually effective adaptogene, its basic and main effect being
the capacity to increase the non-specific resistance of the organism to
various stresses. In addition, there are also indications that it accelerates
the metabolism of depressants like alcohol and barbiturates, and that it
also improves the effect of other medications. Finally, the plant has
little or no toxic effect, even in larges doses (Kaku 1970) although Hou
(1978: 54) indicates that traditionally people are warned not to take too
much without the advice of a physician; and is not addictive.
While these multiple effects could not yet be attributed to anyone of
its many components, most important appear to be the saponins (Kaku
1970; Takagi et af. 1972; Sanada et af. 1974). As peculiar as the
counter-growth of root and regenerative bud is the fact that some
saponins seem to be partially counteractive; thus, the one identified as
RB-I has sedative effects, while the one identified as RG is a stimulant.
The similarities of the attributes of ginseng and of H aoma/Soma are
considerable, and it appears that the ancient descriptions of the latter
fit more than one aspect of the former: the overall shape of ginseng,
i.e. its root together with the central stalk and the umbrella of leaves
and the central umbel of flowers, resembles indeed a 'tree', while its
central stalk resembles a 'pillar'. Its part above ground is indeed 'tall'.

Eleutherococcus grows up to 2-3 metres, and has also many spikes 15.
The root itself resembles more or less the shape of a 'man': It has a
main body and a 'head', the rhizome, which it 'protects' according to
the Veda, a phrase which may refer to the mutually opposed growths of
the rhizome and the root by which the rhizome is always kept at soillevel; or may alternatively refer to the umbrella of leaves. Soma has one
'golden/yellow eye', the description of which seems to fit both the
regenerative bud of ginseng and its single flower-umbel at the apex of
the stalk. The 'trunk, shoots, and offshoots' of Haoma would seem to
fit the overall structure of ginseng, but more directly the shape of its
root, i.e. its main body with 'arms' and 'legs'16, and the finer hairy,
tassel-like offshoots 17. As to colour, Haoma/Soma is 'golden/yellow'
and occasionally 'red', 'silvery' or 'white'. In comparison, the colour of
the flower of ginseng may be yellow, red/v.iolet, or white. At the same
time, these colour terms also fit the natural root, the skin of which is
yellow while it is white inside, as well as the prepared root which turns
either yellow, white, or reddish-brown. It is 'fragrant' and aromatic,
and tastes bitter-'sweet', and the main body is 'fleshy'. The crescentshaped berries of several varieties may be reflected in Soma's 'two sharp
horns'. Finally, it does grow in 'mountains' and 'forests', preferably 'in
the waters', i.e. in shady, moderately moist areas of mountain-forests.
Besides its botanical features, Panax ginseng is a true panacea,
although not quite like Homa/Soma. It is exhilarating, but not an
intoxicant, and has few or no side-effects. It is 'invigorating', 'allhealing' and 'pain-dispelling'. It gives 'physical strength' and 'prolongs
life'. And it increases potency and fertility. It stimulates the mind and
'eloquence', furthering learning processes and memory. But it also
15 Srivastava (1966) interprets this term as 'having several stems from a root stock'.
He also recognized that the plant had a tuberous root. But he nevertheless concluded
in favour of Ephedra, as did Qazilbash (1960). Srivastava provides in table form a
comparison between the morphology and the effects of Ephedra found by chemicopharmacological research and those ascribed to Soma.
16 There are, of course. other well-known man-shaped
roots. to many of which are
attributed magical powers for potency, such as the mandrake; see, e.g., pp. 175-182 of
Schleiffer's (1979) anthology of ancient and modern texts on narcotic plants of the Old
World. There, however, no mention is made of Genesis 30: 14-16, where Ruth and other
women become pregnant after sleeping with a plant which is usually identified as a
mandrake (note also Song 7: 14), an observation which I owe to my colleague George
Mendenhall. Contrary to ginseng, the mandrake is quite poisonous unless precautions are
taken.
17 Roth (1881) concluded that the plant must have features like fringes or tassels on a
garment, but opted for the plant Sarcostemma acidum of the milkweed family, the later
Indian Soma.

calms the mind, and soothes the body. It enhances the natural positive
powers, the asa/rta-powers of thinking, speaking and physical activity.
With these effects, combined with the long life of its root, ginseng
appears as a true 'chief of plants' and 'chief of medicinal plants' in
particular, a virtual plant of 'immortality' 18.
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Fig. 4. The constellation Orion.
After Schlegel (1875: 392)
18 Dange (1964) seems to have nearly missed the possibility that Soma may be related
to ginseng. He cites the Chinese story of the Blue Boy, given in MacKenzie (1923:80):
The Blue Boy lives in a well on Ii high mountain; to the wonder of Wang Shu, who is
searching for the (Chinese) 'plant of immortality', the boy disappears in the raining
clouds, and returns to the well as the rain subsides, then disappears. Wang Shu finds the
plant growing on the side of the well.

The objective of this discussion is to suggest that the plant behind
Haoma/Soma is ginseng. Accordingly, the focus of our discussion so far
has been on the similarity of their 'terrestrial' features, i.e. their
morphology and their effects. There is evidence which suggests that
both are similar also as to the celestial features attributed to them. The
sign jen2 'man' appears to be a relatively late addition to the sign shen,
which denotes either the plant or the constellation Orion, or is one of
the signs used for 'three". Its most archaic form, dated to the 7th
century B.c., consisted of a triad of circles above a sign which appears
to be the sign for 'man', and three oblique strokes which may represent
roots or rays. The three circles on top are generally assumed to
represent the three stars of the girdle of Orion (Karlgren 1957: 172), the
most spectacular constellation in the night-sky.
According to Schlegel (1875: 391-400), still one of the most comprehensive studies of ancient Chinese uranography 19, Orion is the image
of a faithful, pious and prudent man, of a military commander and
warrior, 'the august general' whose head, sword and banner-the
latter
may also be his lion's skin, bow or halberd-are
represented by smaller
members of this huge constellation. Its head itself presided over the
celestial boundaries. The three stars of the girdle are called 'the three
generals' under their main general, or 'the central army'. Another
designation of Orion is 'the true plunger' because whenever it rises,
together with Sirius, he causes his celestial opponent by 180°, (i.e.
Scorpio) to plunge into the western ocean, and vice versa. Because of its
autumnal position in mid-heaven Orion is also called 'the celestial
market', since it thus announced the coming of autumn which used to
be the main time for marketing produce (and for harvesting ginseng?).
Orion played a major part in the Chinese lunar year which is based
on the divisions of the celestial equator (not the Zodiac) 20, defined by
the points at which the 28 hour-circles transected the equator. Orion
presided over the 21st lunar mansion, opposed by the tail of Scorpio of
the 6th mansion (Needham 1959: 250). Even if the knowledge of the
celestial equator may not be too ancient-the
equatorial system was
fully developed only in the first millennium B.c. - the Milky Way
provided an equally well-suited girdle being roughly parallel to the
19 Schlegel
was a little eager to prove Chinese primacy in uranography
(Needham
1959:273).
20 As Needham
(1959:231) notes, Western scholars found it difficult to accept that a
fully equatorial system of astronomy could have grown up without passing through an
ecliptic phase.

celestial equator around the year -2000 according to my colleague
Teske. Because Orion and Scorpio determined the two major, i.e.
equinoctial, divisions of the year (see also Insler 1978; Speidel 1980), at
which time the sun crosses the two most luminous sections of the Milky
Way, these two together with Polaris constituted the most conspicuous
and fundamental chronological triangle of the sky (see Needham 1959:
250 and diagram on p. 233 showing Orion pointing north). A distant
reflection of the lunar connection of ginseng is the suggestion that the
root should be dug up during full moon at midnight in the fall.
The Iranian and the Indian evidence for the celestial correlate of
Haoma/Soma, while showing different developments, still points to a
common origin. As to the Iranian tradition, GBh.2: 9 states that above
the sphere of the fixed stars Ahura Mazda created the 'unmixable stars',
which are so called because they should prevent the higher celestial
regions from being polluted by the forces of evil. As 'general' over these
stars, which are also called 'the corps of the immortals' (Henning
1942:240), he appointed the 'xwarfnah (glory) of the good religion of
the Mazdayasnians'. This religion is elsewhere (GBh.6,J) identified as
'the star-decked, spiritually fashioned girdle around the sky, three-fold
with four knots'. It is this celestial girdle which Ahura Mazda gave to
Haoma on the 'highest height of high Haraiti', as mentioned earlier.
Thus, on the one hand, there is 'the girdle of religion' which is 'the
corps of immortals of unmixable stars' and, on the other hand, what
appears to be the essence of that girdle, or the essential girdle, the
'xwarfnah of the religion' which is the 'general' over that 'corps of
immortals'. The question therefore is what stars are referred to by
the 'unmixable stars', by their 'general', and what celestial features
represent the owner of the girdle, and of the essential girdle, Haoma.
Henning (ibidem) suggested that the only girdle implied can be the
Milky Way. However, since the Milky Way spans the entire sky
Henning's interpretation would seem to be possible only if one assumes
that Haoma, too, encompassed the entire sky in order to accommodate
the Milky Way as his girdle. Therefore, at least the essential girdle
which Ahura Mazda gave to Haoma cannot be the Milky Way, but
must be the well-known smaller girdle, i.e. the girdle of Orion.
Accordingly, 'three-fold' in the passage cited would seem to refer to the
three stars of the girdle of Orion, while the 'four knots' would represent
the four corner-stars of the constellation. Thus, Orion must be the
celestial correlate of Haoma. Returning to the girdles, if the essential
girdle is the 'general', then his 'corps of immortals' must be the huge

girdle of 'unmixable stars', i.e. the Milky Way, the all-encompassing
battle-line, over which Orion appears to preside 21.
In Indian astronomy, the Milky Way is called Somadhiira 'the stream
of Soma (ambrosia)', but Soma himself is identified with the moon
(Mukherji 1905:7-31), probably as the recepticle of the- ambrosia,
reflecting the prevalent Indian identification of Soma with the juice
rather than with the plant 22. This resulted in the separation of the two.
Thus Orion was identified with Prajapati (Mukherji 1905:31-33), who
was the first sacrifice, offered by the gods themselves, and thus the
prototype of the sacrifice (Boyce 1975: 141 fn.80), just as Haoma first
sacrificed Haoma on Hukairya, as mentioned. In addition, in both
Indian and Iranian tradition there are three first sacrificers of Haomal
Soma, the third of which is simply called 8rita/Trita 'the third' (see
Boyce 1975:98-99), which could be related to the third star of the
'girdle' of Orion, and thus of Haoma/Soma 23. The correlation of Orion
in China with the celestial north pole seems to be reflected in Indian
astronomy by the term saumya druva tara 'the Soma pole star' for
Polaris, as opposed to the star of the south pole yiimya druva tarii
named after Yama (Mukherji 1905:6; also the Greek Orion points
north and south, see Speidel 1980:22; for Yama see also n.lO). Moreover, the function of Orion in China as a main divider of the year is
also found in the Indo-Iranian tradition, i.e. the religious year of
Zoroastrianism and the Indian savana-year 'Soma-year'. That year,
which consisted of 12 months of 30 days each, and which was divided
into summer and winter halves, was essentially a lunar year, but was
frequently adjusted to the solar year by an intercalary 13th month
(Boyce 1972: 263 fn.l; Barnett 1913: 194-195,203). The fact that the
21
Haoma is intimately related to xl<'arl(nah. Besides the 'girdle', note the near
identical lists of the first sacrificers and heroes related to Haoma. including Haosravah
who overcame Franqrasyan with Haoma's help, in Yt.5, dedicated to the female deity of
water Arl(dvi Sura, Yt.9 dedicated to the female deity of domestic animals Druviispii, and
Yt.19 dedicated to kavaetn xl<'arl(nah 'the glory of the Iranian Kavi-kings'.
Haoma's
xH'{lrl(nah may be different from the latter, but is also reminiscent of the kiivya, i.e. Kavinature of both Soma and Agni. Further, while creation works through Soma (Brough
1971:340), it is xlI'arl?nah through which creation and immortality is achieved (Yt.19: 1012), which Lommel (1927: 174) found to contradict its essential function ('Sinn').
22 Soma's 'bull's hide', in addition to the general explanation referred to in n. 6 above,
may have its distant counterpart in the bull hide out of which the Greek Orion is born
(see Speidel 1980:43).
23 According to Roennow, the divine Trita was connected with Soma. The healer and
warrior 8ractaona, the son of AOwya, the second sacrificer of Haoma, venerates the latter
in the region called 'the four-cornered' Varena (Yt.5: 53; see Boyce 1975: 98-99 with n. 8791). The four-cornered Orion appears to b~ an excellent celestial model fOf that region.

savana-year may have begun at the summer solstice may be related to
the heliacal rising of Orion with Sirius at that time around the year
-200024. Their rising thus announced the coming of fall and of the
harvest, while their position in mid-heaven is the time of cutting the
clusters of grapes, as Hesiod described the time of autumn (van der
Waerden 1974: 15).
The identification of the celestial HaomajSoma with Orion would
also seem to explain his intimate correlation with other celestial phenomena, such as the 'rain-star' Tistrya 'Sirius' of nearby Canis maior,
to which the girdle of Orion - which is also the 'arrow' of Sirius as
archer-points.
Haoma is the 'helper' of Tistrya (GBh.6b: 3). Am~r~Hit
with the help of Tistrya and the wind scatters the remains of the
pounded prototypical plant over the earth. It was Tistrya who battled
the demon of drought, Apaosa, at the shores of the ocean vouru.kasa
and released the waters (Yt.8). Tistrya seems also to be the original
prototypical archer, as suggested by Boyce (1975: 75-77), and his name
may indeed be derived from *tri-str 'three-star' and refer to his 'arrow',
i.e. the three main stars of the girdle of Orion, following Forssman
(1968). On the Indian side, it is Soma himself who is invoked 'to use his
shaft and weapon to make the waters flow' (RV.9.97.15); his 'arrows'
are mentioned (RV.9.70.5), he is saryahan 'smiting arrows' (RV.lO.
70.5), he 'puts into motion the celestial ocean and lets the rains flow'
(RV.9.35.2) and, as a horse, he has three forms (RV.IO.53.1), just as
TiStrya fighting Apaosa assumed three forms (see also discussion of
Tistrya in van der Waerden 1974:245-246).
The girdle or arrow of Orion points also to Aldebaran and the
Pleiades of the constellation to its right, Taurus, which seems to be
reflected by Haoma's correlation with G~us urvan 'the soul of the
cow jbull' (for the latter, see Boyce 1975: 81,150). The celestial Haomaj
Soma, then, appears to have been a central part of a larger group of
constellations consisting of at least Taurus, Orion and Canis maior.
These three coincide with the months of Asa, Haurvatat and Tistrya
of the Zoroastrian calendar (zodiacal roughly Taurus, Gemini and
Cancer). By this equation, HaomajOrion, the celestial correlate of the
plant which provides ambrosia, is represented in the calendar by the
Holy Immortal Haurvatat 'completeness, health'. The configuration •
around Orion was thus one of the two most fundamental ones in the
24 Karandikar
(1057) was thus not far off the mark when he suggested that Indra
represented the summer solstice and Soma the constellation Crater.

sky, the other being located around Scorpio. They are not points of the
year, but major transition periods 25,
Much of what is said about Haoma'SomajOrion, and also about
ginseng/Orion, does, of course, reflect a much more ancient, perhaps
even palaeolithic mythology, as traced by Butterworth (1970): the pillar
or tree on the mountain, which are either at the navel of the earth, or
2S
Given the correlation
of the constellations
with the Zoroastrian
months, MiOra
cannot be part of the configuration
around Orion because he is the guardian of the first
autumnal month. Accordingly,
the constellation
or celestial phenomenon
behind MiOra
must be sought in the configuration
around Scorpio (for a non-constellational
suggestion
for MiOra, see Windfuhr (1983:639).
Haoma is, of course, correlated with MiOra as is evident not only from Yt.IO, part
which was cited above, but also from the fact that MiOra guards the IU/\'(/Ili 'the Haomapressing time of the day', i.e. the morning, and that plants were created during the month
of MiOra (Boyce 1970a: 524). Boyce (1970: 80, n. 121) also notes the similarity between the
'rock-born'
Haoma and the 'rock-born'
Miera in Mithraism.
But it appears
that that correlation
is due to the oppositional,
or mutually
complementary,
relationship
between the contigurations
around Orion and around
Scorpio, which is based on what Needham (1959' 240) called the principle of opposability
the result of which is the 'interversion'
of the spring and summer configurations:
'Hsin
(Antares, Scorpio) receives the visit of the sun in autumn, but is associated with the
spring; Shen (Orion) receives it in spring, but is associated with autumn.' In my view, it
is that principle which determined
Mithraic iconography.
Insler (1978) attempted
to
elucidate the riddle of the latter and argued for a major role of the Zodiac in that
religion. He suggested that the function of Taurus in the iconography
was to represent
symbolically the winter-half of the sky, while Scorpio symbolized its summer-half. He did
not elaborate on MiOra; nor did he discuss Orion, although, according to Speidel (1980:6
n.4), he identified MiOra with the latter at the presentation
of his paper in Tehran 1976.
Speidel provided
further ample documentation
for that identification
from classical
sources, but suggested that not the Zodiac but the celestial equator was the basis for the
Mithraic iconography.
Speidel was right as to the celestial equator. but wrong as to
Orion-Miera.
He himself (1980: 42) cites Porphyry's
statement that MiOra's seat is on the
equator, which clearly excludes Orion as candidate for Miera, since even by about -500 at
best Orion's shoulder had traversed the equator (see fig. 6). Incidentally, Speidel is one of
those who argue hard against the Iranian origin of Mithraism (see also n. 36 below).

the center of the world; the ocean, lake or well; the doubling of
mountain or tree, one tree perhaps 'the tree of life', the other 'the tree of
knowledge, healing and wisdom'; the interrelationship between the
'navel', the 'tree' which exudes sweetness or honey, and a nude figure
and their association with the bull, i.e. the bucraniul1I; the divine priest
pointing both up and down, i.e. north or south; his function to scatter
the seeds of plants from the mythical mountain; the mythical bird or
eagle in its two functions, either helping the shaman, or fighting with
adherents of the tree for possession of it; the archer and arrow-shot,
and the 'thunderbolt'. Butterworth also points out the interrelated
'three worlds', i.e. the cosmic world consisting of underworld, earth and
heaven, the world of sacrifice and ritual, and the inner world of
spiritual experience with its emphasis on ascetism. and the self-discipline
of the spiritual hero, and the natural association of the shaman, or
priest, with fire, healing, and poetry (p. 206-207; Soma on pp. 114-116,
120, 136, without reference to Orion).
The problem for the various peoples therefore was to find the plant
that best fits this description, or to find a substitute once they moved
out of an area where it occurred. The fly-agaric fits the least. (Even the
mandrake would suit better.) The substitute Ephedra fits fairly well as
to its effects 26, but not as to its shape which does not resemble a
human figure. However, either the 'bow' of Orion or its two arms, or,
better yet, the two upright prongs of Taurus' horns could have served as
a substitute model for Ephedra (see drawings in Wasson 1968: 165).
Haoma/Soma/ginseng does accord well. In fact, with regard to Orion it
would seem almost too well. While today Orion straddles the celestial
equator, his girdle being exactly on it, it was below the equator around
the year -2000 in such a way that its 'head' just touched it. That
position of the 'head' is reminiscent of the enigmatic passage according
to which Soma 'protects his head', of the 'head' of the Chinese Orion
which watches over the boundaries, and finally the regenerative bud of
ginseng itself which always stays at soil level. These ancient descriptions
would therefore almost seem to 'prove' the calculations of modern
astronomy, as suggested to me by my colleague Teske (see Fig. 6).
Finally, the observation that Haoma/Soma, as well as the Chinese
and the Greek Orion are described as pointing north and south,
may be linked to the shaman or priest doing the same in archaic
26 Ephedra has also proven to be a tonic with a wide spectrum of beneficial effects
(Srivastava 1966. 1970); it was also one of the highly praised medicinal plants in
traditional Chinese medicine.

iconography (Butterworth
1970: 46-46,66) 27. It is therefore possible
that the descriptions of the Indo-Iranian,
Chinese and Greek Orion
reflect, however distantly, an archaic tradition which identified that
constellation 28, or the larger configuration it is part of, with the 'plant
of immortality',
i.e. the man-shaped
ur-plant, the ur-priest, and the
ur-healer and warrior, who could be seen either as standing upright
or upside down depending on the imagination and intention of the
observer (see Butterworth
1970: 44 and Plate VIlla). And if the configuration were extended vertically across the celestial equator it could
well have been regarded as a plant, or tree, with root, stem and
branches, and thus as the pillar of the sky, the axis mundi 29.
Ginseng has been a much sought-after
plant in China ever since
antiquity, and it seems that even then it had been virtually eradicated in
some areas by over-harvesting,
and as a result was affordable for only a
few (Hou 1978: 44). Even today it is in short supply, but the equally
effective Eleutherococcus
is an amply found 'substitute' as mentioned
(Baranov 1966: 406; Brekhman-Dardymov
1969). The same may well
have happened to the plant af'!1Sujqsu, or HaomajSoma,
in the areas of
the ancient Indo-Iranians.
That it must have been available in, or even
once indigenous to, Central Asia, would seem to be indicated by the
nickname hauma-warga 'Haoma-swallowers'
given to the Iranian tribal
affiliation which, according to a suggestion by Gershevitch (1974: 55,7273), was identical with the Tura, one of whose princes was Fral1rasyan,
whom Haoma bound 30, in the 'White Forest' 31, as mentioned earlier.
This may, nevertheless, imply that the Iranian Aryans had to steal
27
It is worth noting that the star on the left of the bl/crallil/m
on Plate VIlla in
Butterworth (1970), identified by him simply as 'four-cornered star' (p.46). most likely
represents Orion, adjoining Taurus. This leaves the suspicion that the ancient axis ml/lldi
may have to he searched for there.
28
Even at the time of Manlius Orion ·as still the leader under whom the constellations wheel through the heavens. as cite, "; Speidel (1980: 3).
29 The reconstructed archaic form of .\' .gishell is syam (Karlgren 1957: 172). If that
reconstruction is correct, there appears to tle an intriguing. but most likely accidental.
assonance to the saena-tree. if not to HaomajSoma itself.
30 Gershevitch (1974:51,64), rejecting his earlier guess that Haoma might have been
bindweed, suggests. in this case with Wasson, that 'binding' here refers to the 'binding'
stupor induced by the ny-agaric. However, ginseng does not have such an effect.
Alternatively, it is not impossible to suggest that the binding. as well as the rope or lasso
mentioned in this episode, are hyperbolic references to the many very long and pliant
offshoots of ginseng.
31 The association of this 'white' plant with white topography
is only natural; thus.
there is the 'White Forest' in Iranian tradition, while traditionally the best ginseng is said
to grow on the 'Long White Mountains' area, which is located in the south of the Kirin
province in Manchuria (see Hou 1978:43).

Haoma, i.e. that it was not readily available to them, but that the
situation was quite similar to that of the Indian Aryans who stole
Soma 32 with the help of the syena-bird from the mountain fortress of
the a-deva Sambara 33.
In conclusion, it appears that the morphology of ginseng, and both
its traditionally attributed medicinal properties and those found by
chemico-pharmacological research, have much in common with the
elusive miracle plant praised by the ancient ~gvedic and Iranian
scholars-poets-priests. If the original Haoma and Soma were indeed the
same plant 34, and if that plant was indeed related to, or a relative of,
ginseng, then the identification suggested here would at least imply the
earliest reference to the plant, i.e. a date between 1500 and 1000 B.C.,
the probable date of the original composition of the texts . It would also
imply that the plant, now confined to East Asia, once had a much wider
distribution, extending at least into Central Asia.
At the same time, it would suggest that the inspired poetic praises of
Haoma/Soma by the ancient Indo-Iranian sages and seers were decidedly accurate, even as to the deified form of the plant, and were not the
result of hallucinating and macroptic visions induced by a rather small
and poisonous mushroom, which was used by less fortunate medicine
men.
Attempts to identify a plant, or any other feature, in mythological
systems are necessarily tentative, if not dangerous; to cite the observation of Lommel, a scholar who was probably one of the keenest and
most empathic researchers of Zoroastrianism, in his article on the
mythological river Rasa (1924: 196), 'Solche modeme Natursymbolik
ist manchmal ein verhiillter Rationalismus'. In spite of these caveats, it
32
Whether the Adem were opposing Aryans, or 'aborigines' who had retreated into
the mountains before the conquering Aryans, as Roth (1881 :686) suggested, cannot be
determined, nor can the location of the mountains.
33 The myth of the 'rape' of Soma appears to be the more ancient one, compared to
the later, ritualized mini-drama of bargaining for the root, according to Schneider
(1971 : 30,60). This would be supported by the fact that the archaic bird described by
Butterworth also seems to fight for the plant.
34 There is one description
of Haoma which does not seem to fit ginseng: Zarathushtra's fram.'; 'protective spirit' is put into a spiritual-celestial Haoma-stalk, which is
brought down to earth and 'placed on a tall tree'. His prospective father wants to fell
the tree to get the Haoma, but manages to climb up and retrieve it with divine help
(Boyce 1975:277-278). The seemingly parasitic nature of this 'prophetic' Haoma-stalk is
reminiscent of a Druidic mistletoe. The latter plant may thus be one of the 'many k.nds'
of Haoma. Alternatively, it is possible to regard this rather late legend as a corruption of
an earlier one and to suggest, more in line with the older tradition, that 'Haoma on a tree'
here is a reinterpretation of the Haoma-'tree' on the mythical mountain.
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seems to me that ginseng is at least a fairly good choice for Haoma/
Soma, considering that we may be running out of natural candidates 35.
As I have tried to show, the similarities between the Chinese and the
Indo-Iranian plants include not only their botanical characteristics
and their physiological effects, but also their celestial correlates. One of
the reasons why, to my knowledge, that plant has not been suggested so
far, may b~ the fact that the search has been for an intoxicant or
hallucinogenic plant. Ginseng, however, as a tonic, is the foremost
medicinal plant in traditional Chinese medicine, which, with its own
holistic therapeutic approach, continues to emphasize the enhancement
of the harmony of body and soul, and their congenial interrelationship
with the environment. The truthful harmony of the material with the
spiritual world are also basic ethical principles of enlightened Zoroastrianism, specifically the enhancement of the natural powers of 'good
thought, good word, and good deed', the three fundamental Zoroastrian commandments (in addition to many others, see Windfuhr, forthcoming). It is possible that the correlation of 'the glory of the religion'
with the three stars of Orion originated at least partially in this
~fundamental Zoroastrian triad; and if the girdle of Orion is the essence,
'the glory' of the religion, then the Milky Way may be seen as the
protective correlate of the religion as a whole, having Haoma/Orion as
its priest, healer, and warrior, and sacrificed sacrificer. This interpretation would not contradict, but would extend, the well-known and
pervasive cosmic symbolism of the Haoma/Soma rituals. Haoma as
a sacrificial plant symbolizes the interrelationship between plants,
animals, and man, and cosmologically combines all three, as Mary
Boyce has pointed out so well (e.g. 1970: 65); a plant, it is shaped like a
human, and is sacrificed like, or perhaps instead of, an animal. As a
drink it heals and furthers asa and is the symbol of water, i.e. of the
'life-fluids', just as Iranian atar 'fire' symbolizes 'life-energy' (Windfuhr
1976: 285). It is this nature of Haoma which unites it with the Zoroastrian religion: 'The religion is united with horn, and its unity is this
that until one drinks horn one does not (truly) profess the religion' (see
Boyce 1970:64). As the symbol of this bond every Zoroastrian wears
the sacred shirt and the sacred girdle, Avestan yah/aiwiya'lhana, Persian
kusti, the general cosmic meaning of which is well known (DuchesneGuillemin 1961:41-42). These are given to children at the naojot, i.e. the
35 For example, most recently, Homji Minochehr (1982) argued for the purely ethical
and spiritual nature of Haoma/Soma.

initiation ceremony (see Modi 1922: 178-196), at the age of seven, but
originally perhaps at the age of 15, numbers which are distinctly related
to the phases of the moon (see Schwyzer 1929: 26-27). The Zoroastrian,
then, wears a girdle which symbolizes his religion, just as HaomaOrion was given the 'girdle of the religion' by Ahura Mazda 36.
Similarly, the Indian Brahmans wear a cord over one shoulder, a
custom which suggests that the Zoroastrian and the Brahmanic girdles
have a common origin, in spite of considerable differences in their
symbolic and religious interpretation (see Boyce 1975: 257-258).
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